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1. BACKGROUND

1. BACKGROUND

As the Fourth Industrial Revolution emerged as a mega-trend for the industry, there are moves to
actively utilize ICT (Information & Communication Technology) in various industries. The fourth
industrial revolution began to draw attention as the theme of the fourth industrial revolution was

discussed at the World Economic Forum. A key characteristic of the fourth industrial revolution is
that it has service characteristics unlike the existing industrial revolution. It also has the
characteristic that the financial and ICT industries are converging.

Generally, the convergence of the financial and ICT industries is described as FinTech. Fintech is
rapidly growing, changing the paradigm of existing financial markets. Fintech's areas are also
developing in various forms such as remittance, payment, asset management, investment, security
and data analysis. As such, the financial industry is changing its paradigm around disruptive

innovation technologies in the fourth industrial revolution. In particular, as noted earlier, changes in
the field of payment and settlement are noticeable. Blockchain-based transaction authentication
technology is spreading around cryptocurrency, and FIDO-based transaction authentication
technology is spreading due to the development of smart devices.

As mobile apps grow rapidly with the expansion of various mobile devices such as smartphones and
tablet PCs, the proportion of in-app payment services is also increasing. However, current market
platforms such as Google Play and Apple's App Store have more than 80% of the market share in

the app market, and app developers have to pay the app market 30% of the in-app payment fee
when using the market platform's in-app payment system.

In this situation, Passtoken aims to research Blockchain-based Smart Contract, a technology called
the core infrastructure of the economy in the era of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, and utilize it
to improve its app-mobile payment system and become an integrated asset management platform.

Passtoken provides all cryptocurrency fintech services such as remittance, payment, authentication,
and security through its own cryptocurrency wallet. Through this, PASSTOKEN aims to play a role as
a financial infrastructure in cryptocurrency and crypto asset markets. Compared to existing financial
services of financial companies, which are subject to strict regulations, PASSTOKEN's services will
quickly upgrade their services with flexible response and innovation.

2. PROBLEMS

2. PROBLEMS

PASSTOKEN aims to improve the convenience, security of financial services, and convergence with

fintech technologies through blockchain to improve service accessibility and reduce costs. In the
case of blockchain, many developers argue that e-commerce, security, medical, and insurance have
endless possibilities.
Then what are the problems of existing financial services and what are the things that PASSTOKEN

will change? First, I list some of the problems with traditional financial services.

1) High barriers to entry
It acts as a high barrier to entry by laws and regulations, making it difficult for fintech companies to

enter the market. Fintech services lack diversity because they are concentrated in remittances,
payments, authentication, and security, and are difficult to innovate because technology
development is not quickly reflected due to high regulations. Therefore, the number of new
services available to users decreases and it is difficult for suppliers to upgrade their services.

2) Specificity of the payment market environment
It does not apply to all countries, but if you look at Korea specifically, the payment environment is
not flexible. Currently, the mandatory use of public certificates is improving overall, such as

abolishing them, but the proportion of active-X use is still high due to the impact of Internet
Explorer-based security policies that have been used in the past.

3) Financial exclusion phenomenon
Financial alienation is occurring, such as the socially vulnerable or the elderly who are not familiar

with the use of fintech technology. About one-third of the people have low credit ratings of 6 or
below, which is difficult to transact with financial companies, and the rate is higher in developing
countries.

4) Security risks
The rapid development of fintech innovations and technologies is evolving new IT risks and cyber
threats. Unauthorized transaction accidents can occur due to personal information leakage,
distribution of harmful programs, and hacking, but the subject or burden of loss of damages is not
clear, which can cause consumers to shift responsibility.

5) Non-integrated fintech systems
Global fintech companies such as Amazon, Alipay, and Google entered the domestic remittance
payment market in partnership with Korean banks or PG companies before entering the Korean
market. In terms of customer demand, in fact, Korean direct purchase customers prefer one-click
payment services such as PayPal to expensive domestic credit cards. This is because when you pay

in Korean won with a credit card at an overseas Internet shopping mall, you will incur an additional
fee of about 3-6% compared to paying directly in local currency through an electronic wallet such as
PayPal.

3. PASS TOKEN SOLUTION

3. PASS TOKEN SOLUTION
The five problems described earlier are those that existing financial services have not solved.

PASSTOKEN seeks to solve this by exploiting the advantages of blockchain.
First of all, the blockchain market has less restrictions due to regulations than the existing financial
market, so it can launch various services. Small loans and payroll services using cryptographic assets
are also available, and they are expected to show particular strengths in overseas payment and

remittance services. In terms of payment environment, if the Internet is connected without
installing additional programs, it can be used anywhere in the world, eliminating the need to visit
branches. In developing countries with weak financial infrastructure, many people do not benefit
from financial services, but blockchain can be utilized to increase financial accessibility. Existing
centralized services are always attacked inside and outside because there is a single point of failure,
but decentralized blockchain has very good security because there is no single point of attack. To
take full advantage of these blockchain advantages, PASSTOKEN will continue to make efforts to
build partnerships and increase the efficiency and security of the system through joint research and
standard establishment rather than making efforts independently.

Comparison of existing financial services and PASSTOKEN platforms

Existing Financial Services

PASSTOKEN

Regulation

Services can be released under
high regulations by authorities,
such as the Financial
Transactions Act.

Low barriers to entry to various
service development operational.

Payment Environment

Improvements but still use high
percentage of Active-X

Available in any environment as
long as the Internet is connected.

Accessibility

Service usage restrictions occur
for low-credit people

Available regardless of
creditworthiness

Security

Low level of security technology
against external attacks, uniform
security system application, and
internal security accident
concerns

Highly secure with no single point
of failure through
decentralization

Compatibility

High fees due to different
overseas payment/clearing
systems.

Global Integration Systems
Service availability at a low fee
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4. PASS TOKEN WALLET

■ Wallet Introduction

PASSTOKEN Cryptocurrency Wallet Application is a mobile wallet with blockchain utility and
financial institutional-level security system. Although Ethereum network will be shared in the
beginning, it will become independent as a mainnet and even provide a decentralized exchange.
PASSTOKEN platforms have expanded their services to accommodate a variety of cryptocurrencies,
including BTC, ETH, and ETH-based sub-token.
Users can easily experience the organic combination of real economy and cryptocurrency by
installing a wallet app on their personal devices. After launching the mainnet, it will be expanded to
provide more diverse blockchain services by installing advanced functions such as integrated digital
asset management services.

■ Wallet Characteristics

Multi-currency Wallet

Link to other cryptocurrency wallets

Decentralized Exchange Interworking

Erc-20 Token Support

Remittance and payment services via PASS (PASS TOKEN) are based on hybrid on-chain and offchain protocols, and can be easily understood at a glance by applying user-friendly UI/UX. Low
fees are applied for payment and remittance, so multilateral remittances and small payments can
also be used without burden. Fast payment/cleaning up speed through mainnet is also an
advantage of PASSTOKEN.
PASSTOKEN's mainnet serves as a global ledger that records all P2P transactions. It is safe,
transparent and records are traceable and undamaged. In addition, identity-based protocols are
applied that bind pastoken wallets and user identities. Users can register once in a pastoken
wallet without having to do KYC every time and deliver it to other service providers through a
user verification mechanism.

■ Wallet Service
The PASSTOKEN project will provide three services at an early stage through
its own cryptocurrency wallet.
1) ASSET MANAGEMENT
2) DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
3) REMITTANCE

4) PAYMENT
PASSTOKEN intends to provide a wide range of wallet-based financial services,
including asset management, remittance and payment.

1) ASSET MANAGEMENT
PASSTOKEN's integrated cryptocurrency wallet allows users to manage all
their cryptocurrency assets. You can collect cryptocurrencies that were
distributed in many places and purchase ICOs and cryptocurrency asset funds

through wallets linked to personal information. Many asset management
companies around the world are introducing funds and asset management
products through crypto assets. PASSTOKEN will also provide a medium
service that connects these asset management products.

2) DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
It is planning to open a decentralized exchange in time for service
advancement. Existing centralized exchanges have a fatal security vulnerability
that could put users' assets at risk if the central server is attacked. However,
decentralized exchanges support P2P-style exchanges that do not go through

intermediaries. This has the advantage of not having a centralized
management entity, which reduces errors caused by managers' mistakes and
eliminates malicious behavior on the exchange. PASSTOKEN wallets are linked
to decentralized exchanges and can be used through mobile wallets. Fees are
paid in PASS.

“Maximize User and Usability, Pass Over Toss!”

passtoken PIN
____

PASS Remittance
Enter mobile number instead of wallet address
You can easily transfer money by entering your
money

(1 patent registration / 1 application)
Without a public certificate or security card.
If you know your cell phone number, you can
transfer money.

3) REMITTANCE
With the advent of mobile banking services, the era of banks in the palm of

the hand has opened, but it has often been cumbersome to use because
security cards or official certificates are needed separately. PASSTOKEN will
provide 'PASS Remittance' service using only phone numbers. Instead of a
complex cryptocurrency wallet address, cryptocurrency can be transferred
to the recipient's wallet by simply entering the phone number stored in the

address book.
Overseas remittances have also become easier. Pastoken aims to replace
the SWIFT network used for international remittances through blockchain
solutions.

4) PAYMENT
Payment through pastoken wallets supports transferring cryptocurrency to wallets
in advance and entering passwords or contacting devices in transactions. Payment

can be made through pastoken issued by PASSTOKEN.
Users can charge cryptocurrency in their wallets with a PIN and use it like cash.
There is no additional fee for charging through PIN.
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■ PASS TOKEN(PTX) Introduction

PASSCOIN (PTX) is an essential liquidity currency that
underpins the PASSTOKEN ecosystem. All fees incurred
on the PASSTOKEN platform can be paid by PTX, and
all paybacks and bonuses obtained by the user are
paid by PTX. As PASSTOKEN's business continues to
grow, token holders can benefit from PTX's valuation if
demand for PTX increases and supply decreases.

PASS TOKEN Features
Token Name

PASSTOKEN

Symbol

PTX

Max Total

1,000,000,000

Supply
Network

Issue on ERC20 and switch to Mainnet

Incentives

Payback on PTX Payment
Holder Target Airdrop Event
Discounts on remittance fees and reduction benefits based on
retention;

■ PASS TOKEN(PTX) Ecosystem

Within the PASSTOKEN ecosystem, users use PASS TOKEN (PTX).
Within the mainnet built by PASSTOKEN, users can transfer their assets to others
or use services to manage assets in addition to simple cryptocurrency storage. If
a service provider wants the user's KYC information, the information registered in
the pastoken ecosystem will be sent. Pastoken Wallet allows payments and
remittances to be made one-stop. All data processing is done within the
blockchain, so it is more objective and highly reliable.

PASS TOKEN WALLET
-

SHOP
-

Phone number multilateral
remittance
Multicurrency support

PASS TOKEN
MAINNET

Store of shopping
mall/content businesses
Fee revenue generation

ALLIANCE
- Payment Continuation
Magnification
- Coin issuer and revenue SHARE

PASSCOIN
- Issuance of Mainnet coins
- Equity type airdrop
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6. TECHNICAL VIEW
■ SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
PASSTOKEN systems consist of the following architectures.

It consists of an infrastructure layer, a PASSTOKEN framework layer, and an
application layer, with members limited access to each layer depending on
the access level.
INFRASTRUCTURE

The layer consists of a blockchain system for managing shared logs and
executing smart contracts. In the early stages of the PASSTOKEN project,
Ethereum blockchain is used and then replaced by Passnet. At the
infrastructure layer, PASSTOKEN accounts, crypto fund matching engines, DEX
and cryptocurrency gateways are designed to form the basis of PASSTOKEN
systems. Access to the infrastructure layer is restricted to PASSTOKEN systems,
but the layer is maintained upon user request.
PASS TOKEN FRAMEWORK
The framework provides cryptocurrency gateways and DEXs to exchange
cryptocurrencies between various blockchain systems, and provides matching
engines and financial solutions. It is designed according to Smart Contract
characteristics of PASSTOKEN financial products. Access to the framework

layer is limited to PASSTOKEN systems that validate and distribute these
financial instruments.
PASS TOKEN APPLICATION
The application layer introduces how to transfer money, create accounts, and
use products designed based on smart contracts, and forwards user requests

to the framework. Smart Contract allows users to create their own fast-token
accounts, transfer money, and use financial services through smart contracts.
The application layer provides websites and smartphone apps to make it
easier for users to use pastoken systems. Access to the application layer is
also provided to users, and PASSTOKEN financial and financial products can

be accessed through the web and applications.

The figure in the following chapter illustrates an API between system structures
and layers that can be realized in a blockchain network built by PASS TOKEN.
Users can use PASSTOKEN systems through websites and mobile applications
(wallets) at the PASSTOKEN application layer. All of the tasks requested by the
user are passed to the PASSTOKEN Framework via the public API, where smart
contracts are called.

All requests during smart contracts within the PASSTOKEN framework layer are
made through protected APIs. PASSTOKEN System issues Smart Contracts that are
responsible for remittances, processing financial data, and generating transactions.
Smart Contracts are designed to provide services for payments, remittances and
financial instruments transactions. The PASSTOKEN infrastructure layer manages
all the smart contract code working on the framework, as well as the account
transaction details of the user, remittance details, and financial product details in

the blockchain. PASSTOKEN blockchain can also learn user service details through
big data analysis and recommend products that fit user patterns.

PASS TOKEN Blockchain Framework
Key Management

Security

Token
Management

Node
Management

Authentication

2 Factor Auth

Payment &
Remittance

UI / UX

Identification

Payment

ICO Platform
Service

Bigdata, IoT, etc

PASS TOKEN & Alliance Service

Biometrics

Security By Design

Privacy Filter

Safe Contract
Verifier

PASS TOKEN Security & Privacy
PASS TOKEN
Wallet
API

Dapp API

TPCA (Concensus Algorithm)
Distributed Ledger

P2P Protocol

Smart Contract
API

DEX

RBAC

Digital Asset
Management

Crypto Function

etc

PASS TOKEN Blockchain Core (1.0)

■ MAINNET ARCHITECTURE
PASS TOKEN mainnet configuration and major development functions are as follows.
PASS TOKEN Mainnet

PASS TOKEN Mainnet 구성

Priority Node
Consensus Services
Ledger
Service

ISC
Service

Candidate Node #1

Candidate Node #n

SPA

SPA
Ledger
Service

ISC
Service

Ledger
Service

ISC
Service

Authoring Tool

PASS TOKEN VM

SPA

Dapp

Application
Logic

PASS
TOKEN
Smart
Contract

PASS TOKEN Mainnet Development Item
Development
Item

Detailed Development History

explanation

PTCA(PASS TOKEN Consensus
Algorithm)

Development of PASS TOKEN's Self Consensus
Algorithm (PTCA) based on Dpos and development
of P2P processing process for consensus process

Priority Node & Candidate Node
environment build

Priority Node (Block Validators) configuration and
Candidate Node development based on consensus
algorithms

Block Creation 및 Transaction 처리

Development of Hash algorithm-based block
generation and transaction processing technology

Link to FIDO Bio Certification

Designing FIDO certification processing and
developing interlocking UI

Smart Contract-Based PSC
Development

Develop additional functions and templates based
on Smart Contract

Biz according to PSC. Logic
Development

Basic Biz such as registration, certification and
destruction required by ISC. Logic and Extended
Biz. Logic Design and Development

Bytecode transition and compiler
development

Develop VMs that can analyze the Solidity
extension and compile into Bytecode

Develop a mainnet execution
environment

Develop executable programs and environments
for deployment and execution on the mainnet

Mainnet System

PASS TOKEN
Smart Contract

VM Development

PASS TOKEN Mainnet Key Specifications and Features

Characteristic
Consensus
Method

specification
•

PTCA

content
•

Differentiated PTCA (PASS TOKEN Consensus

(PASS TOKEN Consensus

Algorithm) consensus model (equity + participation

Algorithm)

+ network node count + node attributes) applies to
enhance reliability of Delegated Node, which can
handle transactions per unit at an exceptional rate
compared to existing protocols.
•

Two key original ways to design the entire
blockchain for reliability and scalability 1) RBAC 2)
Analyze and reflect Security By Design

Cryptography

•

Multi-Signature

Algorithm

•

Hash

SPA

•

Security By Design

(Security & Privacy

•

RBAC (Role Based

RBAC-style decentralized access control control

Access Control)

model considering three key security governance

Act)

•

It supports PKI-based multi-signature, Hash
algorithm and key management capabilities.

•

Applying a blockchain secure ledger design and

aspects of PTX security mechanisms (R&R, SoD, and
LoP).
 R&R: Role and Responsibility
SoD: Segregation of Duties
LoP: Least of Privilege
•

De-Identification

•

Storage and use of non-identification data through
personal information filtering functions related to
sensitive information and personal information;

PSC

•

SCGM (Smart Contract

•

When creating a smart contract, it will secure

(PASS TOKEN

Generation

justification related to formatting, compatibility, and

Smart Contract)

Mechanism)

parsing.

•

SCVM (Safer Contract
Verifier Mechanism)

•

Reliability and Validation Scheduled for Smart
Codes
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■ Step-by-step platform strategy

PLATFORM
PHASE

STRATEGY

■ Deliver USER Core Value
Step 1
Securing a
Foundation

Step 2
Growth

■ Increase subscribers with fast and easy systems
Easily purchase payment tokens through real-time token swaps
Easily and quickly pay for a variety of commerce, content
■ Revenue Redistribution
Redistribution of revenue on settlement
Redistribution of revenue through advertising in applications
Revenue redistribution through STAKING
■ Secure stable service quality
Secure service delivery through blockchain
Prevent hacking with high security
■ Establishment of a growth-based profit model
Advertising, User↔Platform↔Building revenue models between service
providers

Step 3
Diffusion

■ Increase profits for platform participants by establishing a virtuous cycle
ecosystem

■ Service Extension
Connecting various services with blockchain such as LOCAL SERVICE and BLOFIN
BANK

■ MILESTONE

2021.3Q
OTC Trading System Development
Import Lockup Address
CoinLockup Information Roadmap
Output Functions

2022.
PassNet Token Issuance Feature
PassNet Transfer Fee Waiver
Provides PassNet Token
Lockup Admin page

2021.2Q
Gifticon Purchase Service
Developing Staking Services
Coin Swap Service Development

2021.4Q
Games, multimedia related
Developing and delivering DAPP

2023
Provides PassNet enabled wallet
development services

8. LEGAL

8. LEGAL

NOTICE
PASS TOKEN's White Paper is intended to inform those interested in the PASS TOKEN
project. This White Paper is not a guide or proposal of any kind, nor is it intended to
attract securities or investment in any jurisdiction. The PASS Token stated in the White
Paper states that it is not a security. The information set out in this White Paper has not
been reviewed and approved by the Regulatory Authority and will not be subject to any
law or jurisdictional action in the event of a problem. Therefore, no one can make
contracts or binding legal commitments related to the sale and purchase of tokens
based on the White Paper. Reproduction and distribution of the contents or other
materials containing the contents of the White Paper is not permitted for any purpose.
The PASS TOKEN Foundation shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental,
consequential or other loss arising on the basis of the White Paper. The PASS TOKEN
Foundation and the distributor of the White Paper have no representation warranties
and obligations of any entity or person and are not liable thereunder.

STATEMENTS
All the information in the White Paper has been written by the PASS TOKEN Foundation,
some of which contain future-oriented content. These can be identified by the words
below. Include terms "to be", "to be expected", "to be expected", "to be expected", "to
be", "plan", or other similar terms. However, these words are not the only means of
identifying future-oriented content. PASS TOKEN predicts and describes all technologies
and businesses discussed in the White Paper, including project planning and project
prospects. These predictions include unknown risks, uncertainties, and other factors
along with expected outcomes or performance. Therefore, I would like to inform you
that the content contained in this White Paper is not a guarantee of future performance
or a promise or statement regarding the development process. In addition, we are not
obliged and responsible for future disclosure to reflect the updated content in the White
Paper.

RISK
Those who are expected to purchase PASS TOKEN mentioned in the White Paper should
carefully consider and evaluate all risks and uncertainties associated with the PASS
TOKEN project. If one of the risks and uncertainties contained in the White Paper
develops into a real event, it can have a substantial adverse effect on the business,
financial position and operation of the PASS TOKEN Foundation. In such cases, you may
lose all or part of PASS Token's value.

9. PTX Testnet
< Reference >

Mainnet
The presence of its own mainnet in the project team can be a sign that it is continuously investing
in the development of the project. With or without the mainnet is a way to gain the trust of
investors and officials.

Other chain projects must eventually follow the chain's rules. This reduces the autonomy of the
project and affects areas such as transaction speed. Therefore, as the size of the project grows, chain
overload becomes a problem, and unique autonomy is also needed. Thus, subordination to other
chains causes a lot of inconvenience, and larger projects increasingly require mainnetting.

Mainnet Importance
Mainnet is evidence to prove that the project has developed a functional and functional blockchain
where actual transactions can take place. The mainnet serves as a substantial proof that the project
is working well on its vision.
Projects with mainnets undoubtedly have more credibility than projects without a doubt. Since the
mainnet is a practical and functional protocol, all transactions are made live and participants can

trade with each other as native coins of the blockchain. The existence of the mainnet allows the
creation of a live ecosystem of participants that facilitates real interactions and transactions with
complete transparency.

PTX Mainnet (1)
PTX mainet currently has a testnet open, and can now access the browser to check the history of
block creation. For general users, the only standard for evaluating the mainnet is through the screen
provided through the browser until each open source is checked.

Mainnet Browser
PassNet mainnet browsers display the following basic information. Features currently
supported by the open PTX mainet and what needs to be added are as follows.

Link Token Pass App Wallet and White Paper Download – Current Support
Passnet Link List – Current Support
Netstatus – Current Support
Homepage – Link connection required
WhitePaper – Link connection required

AOS Wallet – Further Development

PTX Wallet
Add Wallet Function
Announcement Output Function
Add Testcoin Faucet Function
There will be many additional features needed in the wallet currently in service.
Currently, the closest available feature is the ability to print out announcements
from the project team. In addition, TestCoin is required to access and test the PTX
Mainnet's TestNet. The function of collecting this is called faucet function. Only
when this feature is added can a large number of users connect to the PTX Mainnet
as a test and make it a potential PTX Mainnet user.

Print pop-up announcements in your wallet
Flatty Exchange Exchange Listing Information

Mainnet development and testnet open capabilities
Mark Project Progress Roadmap
As soon as the pop-up announcement function in the wallet is added, there are the
above information that needs to be updated. By providing a roadmap for the
project, users are presented with the vision of PTXchain.

Mainnet Direction
Even after the launch of the mainnet, the mainnet can show a live
personality when it continues to lead the post-production process. I agree
that just showing the current initial launch can have a positive effect
enough. However, in order to grow projects, separate roadmaps need to
be created and distributed for the direction the mainnet will take.

PTX Chain

Platform Activation Mission
User

Increase in value & scalability

Dapp development EcoSystem
Mainnet Users

Expect value increase &

Alliance-led support

scalability through various

Helps more users easily

Dapp development and

access testnet mainnet

EcoSystem activation
1

EcoSystem

KeyPoint in Mainnet Activation
The mainnet is activated in a way that multiple developers approach it by
opening the mainnet source code. Another direction is to increase the
utilization of the mainnet with the active support of many users and DApps.
PTX Mainnet is suitable for the latter.
Build more alliances to actively enhance the benefits of using PTX Chain,
allowing more projects to participate in PTX Chain. All developments should
be directly involved in the project team if they use ERC-20, etc. that were
previously used. This development environment poses a significant burden to
the fledgling project team. PTX Chain significantly reduces development issues
with the support of various DApps for these new project teams.

PTX Chain

Platform Activation Mission
• Develop and deliver Game and DApps
• Development of Gifticon Purchasing Services
• Coin Swap Service Development

PTX
BlockChain

• Developing Staking Services
• OTC Trading System
• LockUp Information Roadmap Output System
• Token Issuance Function within PassNet
• PassNet Internal Token Transfer Fee Waiver
• Token Lockup operation page provided

PTX technology support
The processors we can focus on in activating PTX Chain are DApp and technical support. It develops sol
utions for users who utilize PTX mainnet in advance and helps them utilize various services developed b
y projects participating in the PTX Alliance. Through this, Alliance can expect maximum effect with minim
um number of developers.

1. Development of Gifticon Purchase Service
- Test coins used on Testnet during test periods provide gifticon purchase capabilities
2. Development of Coin Swap Services
- Swap ERC-20 PTX from Ethereum Mainnet to PTX Mainnet or ERC20-20 PTX from PTX Mainnet
3. Developing Staking Services

PTX Chain

Platform Activation Mission
PTX technology support
4. OTC Trading System
- Provide 1:1 transaction function between exchange type or users
- Provides services for mainnet wallets or various locations
5. Output function in the form of a lockup address import coinup information load map

6. Develop and deliver a variety of Games and DApps
7. Tokens within PassNet can be issued
8. Fee waiver service for token transfer inside PassNet
- Free PTX network basic goods via faucet
- Pay transaction fees with free PTX network goods
9. For the Token Issuance Foundation with PassNet, the Foundation provides the
operating page as a subscription service to facilitate the lockup and operation of tokens.

